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ABSTRACT Channel estimation is crucial for massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems
to scale up multi-user MIMO, providing significant improvement in spectral and energy efficiency. In this
paper, we present a simple and practical channel estimator for multipath multi-cell massive MIMO time
division duplex systems with pilot contamination, which poses significant challenges to channel estimation.
The proposed estimator addresses performance under moderate to strong pilot contamination without previ-
ous knowledge of the inter-cell large-scale fading coefficients and noise power. Additionally, we derive and
assess an approximate analytical mean square error (MSE) expression for the proposed channel estimator.
We show through simulations that the proposed estimator performs asymptotically as well as the minimum
MSE estimator with respect to the number of antennas and multipath coefficients.
INDEX TERMS Massive MU-MIMO, channel estimation, pilot contamination, multipath, Zadoff-Chu
sequences.
I. INTRODUCTION
MassiveMultiple-InputMultiple-Output, (MMIMO) antenna
systems potentially allow base stations (BS) to operate with
huge improvements in spectral and radiated energy efficiency,
using relatively low complexity linear processing techniques.
The improvement in spectral efficiency is achieved by serv-
ing several terminals in the same time-frequency resource
through spatial multiplexing, and the increase in energy effi-
ciency is due to the array gain yielded by the large number of
antennas available at the BS [1], [2].
The expected massive MIMO improvements assume that
accurate channel estimations are available at both the receiver
and transmitter for detection and precoding operations,
respectively. Additionally, the reuse of frequencies and pilot
sequences in cellular communications systems leads to degra-
dation in the channel estimation performance. As mentioned
in the literature, this inter-cellular interference is known as
pilot contamination [2], [3].
Massive MIMO systems operating in time division
duplex (TDD) mode assume channel reciprocity between
uplink and downlink in order to minimize pilot overhead,
transmitting pilot reference signals only in the uplink. In this
scenario, pilot overhead cost is only proportional to the num-
ber of terminals and improved channel estimation quality can
be achieved due to the large number of antennas available
at the BS [3]–[5]. A BS estimates channel states usually
based on least squares (LS) [6] or minimum mean square
error (MMSE) [7], [8] linear estimators. In addition, inter
and intra-cell large-scale fading coefficients are assumed to
be perfectly known at the BS when applying the MMSE esti-
mator in a great number of works [7]–[9].
A countless number of works in the literature only deals
with the problem of channel estimation in flat fading chan-
nels [3], [5]–[18], which is applicable only for OFDM based
systems and does not reflect the true nature of communica-
tions channels in practice [19].
In this work, we study the channel estimation problem
and its influences on the performance of multi-cell mas-
sive MIMO TDD systems under the assumptions of time-
varying frequency selective fading channels and frequency/
pilot-sequence reuse. This is an extension of the work pre-
sented in [18] where only the assumption of flat fading
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channels is considered. Our main contributions in this work
are: (i) the proposal of an uplink training scheme using
Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences to ease the channel estima-
tion process; (ii) the use of the minimum-variance unbi-
ased estimator (MVUE) method to estimate the interference
(i.e., inter-cell large-scale fading coefficients) plus noise
power term and replace it into the ideal MMSE channel
estimator, resulting in an efficient, more practical and sim-
pler channel estimator; (iii) the derivation of an approximate
analytical MSE expression for the proposed estimator; and
(iv) a thorough analysis of the proposed channel estima-
tor and its approximate MSE expression. Numerical results
demonstrate that the proposed channel estimator performs
asymptotically as well as the ideal MMSE channel estimator
as the number of antennas and channel paths increases.
The paper is organized in the following way. Section II
defines the problem at hand and briefly discusses two linear
channel estimators, namely, LS and MMSE, which will be
used for comparison analysis with the proposed channel esti-
mator. Section III presents and analyses the proposed channel
estimator and its approximate analytical MSE expression.
The performance of the proposed estimator is assessed in
Section IV. Section V then concludes the work.
FIGURE 1. Problem structure.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this work we consider a multi-cell multi-user massive
MIMO system with L cells, where a TDD protocol is
employed. Each one of the cells has a BS at its center
equipped with M co-located antennas and K single antenna
users randomly located within the cell, where M  K . All
the K users in a cell are served at the same time/frequency
resource. Fig. 1 illustrates the problem we are dealing with,
where the solid arrow corresponds to the possible direct path
and the dashed lines correspond to paths where the signal
from the kth user in the lth cell reaches themth antenna at the
ith base station through reflections caused by objects such as
buildings and mountains.
FIGURE 2. TDD transmission protocol.
Based on the assumption of channel reciprocity, we adopt
the TDDprotocol depicted in Fig. 2 and proposed in [20]. Due
to the reciprocity principle, only uplink channels need to be
estimated while downlink channels are equal to the transpose
of the uplink channels. It is important to note that the length
of the TDD frames are limited by the channel coherence
time [20], [21]. According to the adopted TDD protocol,
first, all users in all cells send their uplink training sequences
synchronously. After that, the BSs use the training sequences
to estimate the uplink channels. Next, the users send uplink
data signals. Then, the BSs use the estimated channels to
detect and decode uplink data and generate precoding matri-
ces employed to transmit downlink data.
We also assume, in this work, wireless radio channels
that take into account both large and small scale fading
effects. Large-scale fading represents shadowing and atten-
uation or path-loss over a large area, while small-scale fading
refers to the abrupt changes in signal amplitude and phase as a
result of very small changes (in the order of λ/2) in the spatial
separation between the user and the BS [19].We consider that
multipath propagation is the main effect behind small scale
fading. Multipath causes multiple copies of a signal to travel
over different paths with different propagation delays. These
copies are received at the receiver with different phase angles
and strengths [22].
The wireless channels are considered static during the
channel coherence time and independent across all the
M antennas and K users. We begin our derivation by defin-
ing g(p)ilkm as the complex gain of the pth path belonging to
the channel connecting the kth user in the lth cell to the
mth antenna of the BS in the ith cell. Additionally, the com-
plex gain g(p)ilkm can be expressed as a complex fast-fading
factor (small-scale fading coefficient) times an amplitude
factor that accounts for path-loss and log-normal shadow
fading (large-scale fading coefficient),
g(p)ilkm = h(p)ilkm
√
βilk , (1)
where i = 1, · · · L; l = 1, · · · L; k = 1, · · · ,K ;
m = 1, · · · ,M ; p = 0, · · · ,P − 1 and the fast fading coef-
ficients, h(p)ilkm, are assumed to follow a circularly-symmetric
complex normal distribution with CN (0, 1). The amplitude
factor,
√
βilk , is assumed constant with respect to the index
of the base station antenna since the path-loss and shadow
fading change slowly over space [1], [22], [23]. Additionally,
we assume that the set of large-scale fading coefficients,
represented by {βilk}, is deterministic during the channel esti-
mation. This assumption is in accordance with other works in
the literature [1], [9], [14], [18].
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The multipath channels connecting the kth user in the
lth cell to themth antenna at the BS in the ith cell are modeled
as 1 × P vectors, gilkm =
[
g(0)ilkm, g
(1)
ilkm, ..., g
(P−1)
ilkm
]
, where
P denotes the number of paths of the channel. Additionally,
we assume that the channels have at most P paths. The
M × KP channel matrix including all the gilkm vectors is
represented by
Gil =

gil11 gil21 · · · gilK1
gil12 gil22 · · · gilK2
gil13 gil23 · · · gilK3
...
...
. . .
...
gil1M gil2M · · · gilKM

= [Gil1 Gil2 · · · GilK ] . (2)
This matrix contains all the channels for all K users in
the lth cell to all the M antennas at the BS in the ith cell.
The columns in Gil , defined by Gilk , represent the channels
from the kth user in the lth cell to all the M antennas at the
BS in the ith cell. The BS at the ith cell requires knowledge
of the channels of the users within its coverage area, denoted
by Giik : ∀k , in order to perform detection and precoding
operations.
A. UPLINK TRAINING
In order for the BS at the ith cell to estimate all theM multi-
path channels from a given user to itself, each user is required
to transmit an uplink training sequence. We suppose the exis-
tence of pilot sequence reuse, which is a common scenario in
massive MIMO. Additionally, we assume a pilot reuse factor
of one and the existence of time-synchronization among all
the L cells. In this scenario, users from all the L cells transmit
the same pilot sequences at the same time and frequency
resources. All these assumptions constitute the worst possible
case for a massive MIMO system [1]. The kth user has their
pilot sequence represented by sk = [sk (0), sk (1), · · · , sk
(N −1)]T , where N denotes the length of the pilot sequences.
As we consider time-varying frequency selective fading
channels, each one of the K uplink training sequences has to
be convolved with all the M channels connecting a user to a
specific BS. Therefore, with the purpose of expressing these
convolutions in matrix form, we define the N × P matrix,
Sk , with circularly-shifted versions of the pilot sequence sk
as shown below
Sk =

sk (0) sk (N − 1) · · · sk (N − P+ 1)
sk (1) sk (0) · · · sk (N − P+ 2)
sk (2) sk (1) · · · sk (N − P+ 3)
...
...
. . .
...
sk (N − 1) sk (N − 2) · · · sk (N − P+ N )
.
(3)
This is a circulant matrix with orthogonality property
SHk Sk = N Ip. In order to obtain circular matrices as shown
in (3), users have to transmit their pilot sequences, sk , twice,
rendering them uplink training sequences with length 2N ,
as showed in Fig. 2. This is mainly due to the orthogonality
property exhibited by (3). The pilot sequences are formed
through the application of cyclic shifts to ZC root sequences
with prime length N . It is worth mentioning that cyclically
shifted versions of a ZC sequence are orthogonal to each
other [24]. ZC sequences are used in this work due to their
properties of constant amplitude and zero autocorrelation,
however, any other type of sequence could have been adopted
as long as it exhibits the properties mentioned earlier. In order
for all the users in a given cell to have valid pilots, the inequal-
ity N > KP must hold true. For the case when N ≥ KPL
pilot contamination vanishes as each one of the users in the
L cells will have sequences that are orthogonal to all other
pilot sequences in all other cells, however, this case could
be impractical as the pilot sequence could get very long
depending on the number of cells, L. It is also important to
mention that the number of pilot symbols, N , must be the
closest prime number to K × P. In case N ≤ KP, it is not
possible to form orthogonal pilot sequences out of the same
ZC root sequence for all users. Additionally, the set of pilot
sequences of the K users can be described by a N × KP
matrix S of the form S = [S1,S2, · · · ,SK ].
The received uplink training sequences at the BS in the
ith cell can be represented as a M × N matrix defined as
Yi = √q
L∑
l=1
GilSH + Ni, (4)
where q is regarded as the transmit signal to noise ratio
(Tx-SNR) and Ni represents a M × N noise matrix with
independent and identically distributed elements following a
circularly-symmetric complex normal distribution, CN (0, 1).
B. LS CHANNEL ESTIMATOR
As shown in the last section, Sk represents the kth pilot
matrix of the overall matrix, S. Therefore, a sufficient statistic
for estimating channel Gilk at the BS in the ith cell can be
defined by
Zik = 1√qN YiSk =
L∑
l=1
Gilk + NiSk√qN , (5)
where Zik is a M × P matrix. Each one of Zik ’s columns
follows a CN (0M , ζikIM ) distribution where
ζik =
L∑
l=1
βilk + 1qN . (6)
As can be noticed, ζik is the term representing the com-
bined interference, i.e., the summation of all large-scale fad-
ing coefficients, plus noise power from the kth users with the
same pilot sequence to the BS at the ith cell.
Additionally, the term corresponding to noise in (5)
has each one of its columns following a CN (0M , 1qN IM )
distribution.
The least squares channel estimator is given by [25]
GˆLSiik = Zik . (7)
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The LS channel estimator has its MSE per antenna and per
channel path defined by
ηLSik =
1
MP
Tr
{
E
[(
GˆLSiik −Giik
) (
GˆLSiik −Giik
)H]}
= ζik − βiik . (8)
When compared to the MMSE channel estimator, the
LS estimator presents higher MSE, however, on the other
hand, it does not require previous knowledge of the set of
large-scale fading coefficients, βilk ,∀l. Although presenting
higher MSE than the MMSE estimator, the low complexity
and simplicity of the LS estimator are important aspects
that can justify its adoption in real-time embedded systems.
As can be noticed, the MSE, ηLSik , decreases with increasing q
and decreasing βilk , ∀i 6= l (i.e., smaller interference level).
Remark 1: As a result of pilot contamination, as q→∞,
ηLSik →
∑L
l=1,l 6=i βilk .
C. MMSE CHANNEL ESTIMATOR
Statistical Bayesian MMSE channel estimation supposes
previous knowledge of interference, i.e., large-scale fading
coefficients and noise statistics. In general, MMSE chan-
nel estimation provides simpler analytical results for lower-
bound error performance, and a large number of works in
massive MIMO literature employs it in order to gain knowl-
edge of the channels [3], [8]. Those works suppose perfect
knowledge of the interference and noise statistics, which
might not be reasonable in practice [19]. Therefore, based
on the assumption of perfect knowledge of the set of large-
scale fading coefficients, {βilk}, and noise statistics, the ideal
MMSE estimator is defined by [25]
GˆMMSEiik =
βiik
ζik
Zik , (9)
where each one of its columns follows the CN (0M , β
2
iik
ζik
IM )
distribution.
The ideal MMSE channel estimator has its MSE per
antenna and per channel path defined by [25]
ηMMSEik
= 1
MP
Tr
{
E
[(
GˆMMSEiik −Giik
) (
GˆMMSEiik −Giik
)H]}
= βiik
(
1− βiik
ζik
)
. (10)
As can be noticed, the MSE, ηMMSEik , decreases with
increasing q, decreasing βiik , or decreasing βilk , ∀i 6= l
(i.e., smaller interference level).
Remark 2: As a result of pilot contamination, as q→∞,
ηMMSEik → βiik
(
1− βiik∑L
l=1 βilk
)
.
III. PROPOSED CHANNEL ESTIMATOR
The process of obtaining the inter-cell large-scale fading
coefficients is unjustified given the unreasonable overburden
necessary to estimate them [26]. For example, assuming the
deployment of L cells where each cell has K users, one given
BS would have to estimate K (L − 1) inter-cell large-scale
fading coefficients. Through a careful analysis of the ideal
MMSE channel estimator, it is possible to notice that instead
of the individual large-scale fading coefficients, βilk , as sup-
posed in many previous papers [1], [3], [6]–[9], [14], it is only
needed to estimate the term ζik , which represents the sum
of all large-scale fading coefficients plus noise statistic. This
straightforward observation produces a simpler and efficient
answer to the problem of acquiring the inter-cell large-scale
coefficients. Therefore, the approach we put forward in this
work consists of the estimation of ζik and its subsequent use
in the ideal MMSE channel estimator (9), resulting in the
channel estimator derived next.
A possible minimum variance unbiased estimator (MVUE)
of ζik , given the observed signal Zik is defined
by [25]
ˆζik = ‖Zik‖
2
F
MP
, (11)
where ‖Zik‖2F = Tr
(
ZHikZik
)
is the squared Frobenius norm
of Zik . It is important to note that the Trace operator, Tr(.),
eliminates, setting to 0, all the inner products between esti-
mated channels of the kth user to the M antennas at the
BS in the ith cell while summing all the elements on the main
diagonal. Other possibleMVUE’s would be the ones that take
into account one or more (less than P) elements in the main
diagonal of ZHikZik .
Equation (11) arises from the fact that E
{
ZHikZik
} =
MζikIP, that the unbiased estimator has E{ ˆζik} = ζik and also
from the observation that as P increases, the term ‖Zik‖2F/P
tends to Mζik , therefore resulting in a better estimator in the
sense that it approaches ζik faster than the other possible
MVUE’s once it is the average over all P inner products in
the main diagonal of ZHikZik .
It is possible to write ζik = ˆζik + eik where eik is the
estimation error. The estimator ˆζik has Gamma distribution
with shape (k) equal to MP, scale (θ ) equal to ζik/MP,
E{ ˆζik} = ζik and var{ ˆζik} = ζ 2ik/MP. Under the MVUE
framework, the parameter to be estimated is considered to be
deterministic [25], and thus eik has zero mean and variance
given by ζ 2ik/MP, which is the same variance of ˆζik .
Finally, swapping ζik with ˆζik in (9) yields the proposed
channel estimator, which is given by
Gˆpropiik = MP
βiik
‖Zik‖2F
Zik . (12)
As will be shown next, the proposed channel estimator
asymptotically approaches the ideal MMSE channel estima-
tor with regard to both M and P. For the case when P = 1
it is easy to notice that equation (12) reduces to equation (8)
presented in [18]. An approximation to the MSE per antenna
and per channel path of the proposed channel estimator is
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defined by
η
prop
ik =
1
MP
Tr
{
E
[(
Gˆpropiik −Giik
) (
Gˆpropiik −Giik
)H]}
≈ βiik
[
1− (MP− 2)βiik
(MP− 1)ζik
]
. (13)
The approximate MSE for the proposed estimator, ηpropik ,
decreases with increasing q, increasing MP, decreasing βiik ,
or decreasing βilk , which means smaller interference level
from other cells, i.e., smaller pilot contamination.
Remark 3: As a result of pilot contamination, as q → ∞
and MP→∞, ηpropik → βiik
(
1− βiik∑L
l=1 βilk
)
.
Remark 3 clearly shows that the MSE of the proposed
channel estimator tends to the MSE of the ideal MMSE
channel estimator when both q and MP → ∞. The proof
for the approximation of the MSE is given in Appendix A.
Remark 4: The mean squared Euclidean distance per
antenna and per channel between Gˆpropiik and Gˆ
MMSE
iik is given
by
1
MP
Tr
{
E
[(
Gˆpropiik − GˆMMSEiik
) (
Gˆpropiik − GˆMMSEiik
)H]}
= 1
MP− 1 .
β2iik
ζik
. (14)
The proof of Remark 4 is presented in Appendix B. After
analyzing equations (6) and (14) it is easily noticeable that
the mean squared Euclidean distance in (14) decreases as
q decreases, MP increases, βiik decreases, and βilk , i 6= l
increases.
TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A thorough analysis of the performance of the proposed
channel estimator is carried out in this section. We use the
MMSE and LS channel estimators for some of the compar-
isons with the proposed channel estimator. A usual multi-
cell deployment as depicted in Fig. 1 with the parameters
described in Table 1 is adopted in this work.
We consider two different cases for setting the large-scale
fading coefficients, {βilk}, one considering constant values
and other considering random values. In the case where
the coefficients are considered constant, βiik is set to 1 and
βilk ,∀ l 6= i is set to a. In the case where the coefficient’s
values are randomly selected, the users belonging to each
one of the L cells are uniformly distributed within the area
FIGURE 3. MSE of channel Estimation versus uplink pilot power.
(a) Comparison of proposed estimator with LS and MMSE estimators.
(b) Difference between ideal MMSE and proposed channel estimators.
comprised by two circles with radius d0 = 100 m and d1 =
1000m respectively. The set of large-scale fading coefficients
{βilk} is independently generated by βilk = ψ/
(
dilk
d0
)v
, where
v = 3.8, 10 log10(ψ) ∼ N (0, σ 2shadow,dB) with σshadow,dB = 8,
and dilk is the distance of the kth user in lth cell to BS in the
ith cell.
Fig. 3 (a) depicts the channel estimation MSE versus the
transmit signal to noise ratio, q, for M = 30 and a = 0.05.
As is evident from the figure, both simulation and analytical
MSE results match for all the compared estimators. The
MSE of all channel estimators decreases with the increase of
the transmit signal to noise ratio. It can also be easily noticed
that all the three channel estimators presentMSEfloors due to
pilot contamination. This confirmation is in accordance with
Remarks 1, 2 and 3. The MSE of the proposed channel esti-
mator gets quite close to theMSE of the ideal MMSE channel
estimator at low transmit signal to noise ratio values while
the difference between the LS and both the ideal MMSE and
proposed channel estimators increases. Fig. 3 (b) shows that
the difference between the ideal MMSE channel estimator
and the proposed one increases, tending to a constant value as
the transmit signal to noise ratio increases. This confirmation
is in accordance with Remark 4.
The impact caused by the number of averaged elements
on the performance of the proposed channel estimator is
depicted in Fig. 4. In this simulation, the number of ele-
ments on the main diagonal of ZHikZik that are averaged
to calculate the proposed channel estimator is varied. The
figure clearly indicates that the performance of the proposed
channel estimator is directly affected by the number of ele-
ments taken into account for the calculation of the estimator.
Consequently, the greater the number of averaged elements,
the smaller the MSE difference between the proposed and the
ideal MMSE channel estimators. Additionally, the number
of elements of ZHikZik considered in the average can also
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FIGURE 4. Performance of the proposed estimator when varying the
number of averaged elements.
FIGURE 5. MSE of channel estimation versus number of antennas, M.
be thought of as the number of paths, P, a time-varying
frequency selective fading channel has. The figure also indi-
cates that the performance of the proposed channel estimator
improves with P. Therefore, this result demonstrates that the
proposed estimator not only exploits spatial diversity, but
also takes advantage of the time diversity provided by the
delay spread of the channels, since its performance improves
with P.
Fig. 5 shows the impact of varying the number of anten-
nas, M , installed at one BS on the channel estimation MSE.
For this result, we considered a = 0.05 and Tx-SNR,
q = 0 dB. The MSE of the proposed channel estimator
asymptotically approaches that of the ideal MMSE channel
estimator as the number of antennas, M , increases. On the
other hand, the channel estimation MSE of the LS channel
estimator stays fixed at a constant value for all values of M .
In this figure, we also show the impact of the number of
averaged elements of ZHikZik on the performance of the pro-
posed channel estimator. From the results, it is observable
FIGURE 6. MSE of channel estimation versus number of channel
paths versus pilot length.
that the proposed channel estimator has its MSE performance
improved as the number of elements from the main diag-
onal of ZHikZik taken into account in the average increases,
i.e., as time diversity, represented here by P, increases.
Fig. 6 depicts the comparison of channel estimation
MSE versus the number of channel paths, P, versus the
number of pilot symbols, N , for both the ideal MMSE and
proposed channel estimators. For this result, we consid-
ered the number of BS antennas, M = 30 and Tx-SNR,
q = 20 dB. The figure shows that as the number of channel
paths, P, increases, the MSE of the proposed channel estima-
tor asymptotically approaches that of the ideal MMSE chan-
nel estimator. It is also shown that as P increases, the length
of the pilot sequence, N , has to be also increased in order to
provide users with orthogonal sequences.Without orthogonal
sequences, the BS is not able to estimate the channels from
its users to itself properly.
Fig. 7 shows the impact of different levels of inter-cell
interference, here denoted by a, on the performance of chan-
nel estimationMSE for the three estimators considered in this
work. For this result, we considered two different number
of BS antennas, M = 30 and 100 and Tx-SNR, q =
10 dB. When compared with the proposed channel estimator,
the LS estimator presents a slightly better MSE result for
low levels of inter-cell interference and a small number of
BS antennas,M , e.g.,M = 30. However, asM increases, this
difference disappears. It can be clearly noticed in the plot with
M = 100. It is clear from both plots that the proposed chan-
nel estimator substantially surpasses the LS estimator and
approaches the performance of the ideal MMSE estimator as
the inter-cell interference level increases. This observation is
in accordance with Remark 4.
Fig. 8 compares the performance of channel estimation
MSE for the case when the set of large-scale fading coeffi-
cients, {βilk}, is randomly selected. For this result, we con-
sidered the number of BS antennas, M = 30. The MSE
results shown in the figure are the result of averaging the
MSE values over 10000 realizations of the set {βilk}. As can
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FIGURE 7. MSE of channel estimation versus inter-cell interference, a.
FIGURE 8. Averaged MSE of channel estimation for random{βilk }.
FIGURE 9. Distance between proposed and MMSE estimators (Remark 4).
be noticed, the approximated analytical MSE expression
matches the simulated MSE results. Furthermore, we inves-
tigate the sensitivity of the proposed channel estimator
against inaccuracy in the estimation of the intra-cell large-
scale fading coefficients, βiik , when we use the estimate
βiik = βiik (1 + N (0, σ 2)). The degradation in the perfor-
mance of the proposed estimator becomes quite clear at high
Tx-SNR values when σ 2 = 0.01, however, when σ 2 = 0.001
it becomes negligible. The performance of the proposed
channel estimator still surpasses that of the LS estimator
significantly.
In Fig. 9, we compare the distance between the proposed
andMMSE channel estimators for different number of anten-
nas, M , with a = 0.05. As Remark 4 states, the distance
between them is small at low SNR, increasing with SNR until
a ceiling value is reached. As can be also noticed, the ceiling
value decreases as the number of antennas,M , increases. Also
aligned with the interpretation of (14), the figure shows that
increasing the pilot power does not improve the performance
of the proposed estimator.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work has proposed the use of Zadoff-Chu pilot
sequences for the uplink training phase of massive
MU-MIMO TDD cellular systems, in such a way that we
could derive a simple and practical channel estimator for the
respective frequency-selective massive MIMO fading chan-
nels, assuming pilot contamination. The estimator proposed
in this work is defined by replacing the combined interference
plus noise power term, ζik , in the ideal MMSE estimator
with a MVUE estimator for that term. The resulting channel
estimator has proved to be simpler and more practical than
the ideal MMSE channel estimator. Additionally, we derive
and evaluate an approximate analytical MSE expression for
the proposed channel estimator. Through analytical analysis
and extensive simulations, the resulting channel estimator has
proved to be simpler and more practical than the ideal MMSE
estimator. Its MSE results asymptotically approaches that of
the ideal MMSE estimator without any previous knowledge
of the inter-cell large-scale coefficients and noise power
term, ζik . Finally, when P = 1, the simpler approximate
analyticalMSE expression presented here can be used instead
of the more complex one presented in [18].
APPENDIX A
For the proof of the approximate analytical MSE expression
of the proposed channel estimator we need to present a few
Lemmas.
Lemma 1: If Xm ∼ CN (0, σ 2) ∀m are independent, then∑M
m=1 |Xm|2 ∼ 0(M , σ 2).
Lemma 2: If X ∼ 0(k, θ) and 1X ∼ 0−1(k, θ),
i.e., the Inverse-Gamma distribution, then E
{
1
X
}
= 1
θ (k−1) .
Lemma 3: Let µX and µY be the expectations of X and Y ,
σ 2Y be the variance of Y , and σXY be their covariance. Then
the expectation, E{X/Y }, can be approximated by
E
{
X
Y
}
≈ µX
µY
− σXY
µ2Y
+ µX
µ3Y
σ 2Y . (15)
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Proof: For a function that depends on two variables,
x and y, the second order Taylor expansion series about the
point (a, b) is given by
g(x, y) = g(a, b)+ gx(a, b)(x − a)+ gy(a, b)(y− b)
+ 1
2! (gxx(a, b)(x − a)
2 + 2gxy(a, b)(x − a)(y− b)
+ gyy(a, b)(y− b)2), (16)
where the subscripts denote the respective partial derivatives.
The partial derivatives are defined by gy = −X/Y 2, gyy =
2X/Y 3, gx = 1/Y , gxx = 0, and gxy = −1/Y 2. Applying
the derivatives into (16), the second order Taylor expansion
of g(X ,Y ) = X/Y around the mean point (µX , µY ), the fol-
lowing is obtained
X
Y
≈ µx
µy
− µx
µ2y
(Y − µy)+ 1
µy
(X − µx)
+ 1
2!
(
2µx
µ3y
(Y − µy)2 − 2
µ2y
(Y − µy)(X − µx)
)
. (17)
Finally, applying the expectation operator, E {.}, to (17)
concludes the proof.
A. PROOF OF THE APPROXIMATE MSE, ηpropik
With the purpose of helping the next proofs, the LS estimator
can be expressed in the following way
Zik =

(0)
zik1
(1)
zik1 · · · (P−1)zik1
(0)
zik2
(1)
zik2 · · · (P−1)zik2
...
...
. . .
...
(0)
zikM
(1)
zikM · · · (P−1)zikM
, (18)
where
(p)
zikm =∑Ll=1 (p)gilkm + (p)wikm ∼ CN (0, ζik ) ∀p.
It is important to observe that the Trace of ZHikZik results
in a positive real-valued scalar random variable, ‖Zik‖2F =∑M
m=1
∑P−1
p=0 |
(p)
zikm|2.
For the proof of the approximate MSE, we first expand
η
prop
ik as
η
prop
ik =
1
MP
E
{
Tr
[
Gˆpropiik (Gˆ
prop
iik )
H
]}
+ 1
MP
E
{
Tr
[
Giik (Giik )H
]}
− 2
MP
E
{
Tr
[
R
{
Gˆpropiik (Giik )
H
}]}
, (19)
and find these three expected values.
From (12), the first expectation can be written as
1
MP
E
{
Tr
[
Gˆpropiik (Gˆ
prop
iik )
H
]}
= MPβ2iikE
{
Tr
[
ZikZHik
]
[‖Zik‖2F ]2
}
= MPβ2iikE
{
1
‖Zik‖2F
}
. (20)
From Lemma 1 we know that ‖Zik‖2F ∼ 0(MP, ζik ). Then,
applying Lemma 2 to (20) we find that
E{1/‖Zik‖2F } = 1/ζik (MP − 1) and consequently, the first
expectation term is defined as
1
MP
E
{
Tr
[
Gˆpropiik (Gˆ
prop
iik )
H
]}
= MPβ
2
iik
ζik (MP− 1) . (21)
The second expectation term is defined as
1
MP
E
{
Tr
[
Giik (Giik )H
]}
=
P−1∑
p=0
M∑
m=1
E{|g(p)iikm|2} = βiik . (22)
Finally, in order to find the expected value of the third term,
first we use (5) and (12) to rewrite it as
−2βiikE
{
R
[
Tr
(
ZikGHiik
)]
‖Zik‖2F
}
= −2βiik
E
∑Mm=1∑P−1p=0 ∑Ll=1 (p)gilkm ? (p)giikm∑M
m=1
∑P−1
p=0 |
(p)
zikm|2

+ E
∑Mm=1∑P−1p=0 (p)wikm ?(p)giikm∑M
m=1
∑P−1
p=0 |
(p)
zikm|2
. (23)
The two ratios of random variables in (23) do not have a
well-defined expectation, i.e. there is no closed formula for
them. However, it is possible to approximate the moments of
a function g(X ,Y ) using Taylor series expansions, provided g
is sufficiently differentiable and that the moments of X and Y
are finite. Therefore, applying Lemma 3 to both terms in (23)
we find an approximation to the third expectation
− 2
MP
E
{
Tr
[
R
{
Gˆpropiik (Giik )
H
}]}
≈ −2β
2
iik
ζik
. (24)
We complete the proof by substituting (21), (22) and (24)
back in the expansion of ηpropik defined by (19).
APPENDIX B
In this Appendix, we present proof for (14). First, we expand
the Euclidean distance between Gˆpropiik and Gˆ
MMSE
iik as
1
MP
E
{
Tr
[
Gˆpropiik (Gˆ
prop
iik )
H
]}
+ 1
MP
E
{
Tr
[
GˆMMSEiik (Gˆ
MMSE
iik )
H
]}
− 2
MP
E
{
Tr
[
R
{
Gˆpropiik (Gˆ
MMSE
iik )
H
}]}
. (25)
Then we compute these three different expectations. The
first one is given by (21), 1MPE{Tr[Gˆpropiik (Gˆpropiik )H ]} =
MPβ2iik/ζik (MP − 1). Next, by recalling that GˆMMSEiik ∼ CN
(0M ,
β2iik
ζik
IM ) we have that 1MPE{Tr[GˆMMSEiik (GˆMMSEiik )H ]} =
β2iik/ζik . For the last expectation term, using (9) and (12),
we can write it as
− 2
MP
E
{
Tr
[
R
{
Gˆpropiik (Gˆ
MMSE
iik )
H
}]}
= −2β
2
iik
ζik
E
{
Tr (ZikZHik )
Tr (ZHikZik )
}
= −2β
2
iik
ζik
. (26)
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Finally, by substituting these results back into the expansion
in (25), we arrive at (14).
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